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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a detailed analysIs of the asymptotic expansIOn. m terms of Bessel functions.
for some eigenfunctions of a smgular second-order dltlerentlal operator with matnx coefficients.
In application. we recover the asymptotic behavIOr of the associated Hansh--ehandra function and
mterestmg approximations at mfimty of the related spectral function and scattenng matnx.
INTRODUCTION
The asymptotic expansion of eigenfunctions for differential operators is a problem
of particular importance in both mathematical analysis and physics. This concept
enables one to obtain numerical as well as qualitative results about these functions.
In the scalar case, it was dealt in several directions, see for example [4,5,10,11].
In this paper, we study this problem for a class of singular differential operators
(La + Q) defined, on ]0. +CXJ[, by:
/I [1/4 -a 2 ](1) (La + Q)U(x) = U (x) + x 2 + Q(x) U(x).
where Q is an 11 x 11 matrix-valued function and a is a real diagonal matrix. We
encounter such class when we study the Casimir operator on a semi-simple Lie
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group of rank one. It is also well known that the radial Schrodinger equation, with
coupling between the lth and the (l +2) angular momentum, reduces to a system of
two singular differential equations (see [9]) associated with an operator of type (1).
Let E). and <p). be the solutions of the differential equation
satisfying respectively the conditions
(3) lim e-1).xE).Cr)=I
'<--->+"0
and
(4) lim x-a - I / 2 <p).Cr) = I
.<--->0+
(see [7]) and let C (}I.) be the Harish-Chandra function associated with. We show
here, for large A and by means of Bessel functions, an asymptotic expansion of
E). and <p)., Then using these functions properties and for ~IIlA ~ 0, IAI ---+ (X), an
asymptotic behavior of C (A) is obtained. It is of interest to note that this function
occurs in spectral analysis as well as in scattering studies. As a consequence a good
approach of the related spectral function, by means of that associated with Q == 0
and for large A, is deduced. This result is successfully used, in [8], to have an integral
representation for <p). and to study the Gelfand-Levitan equation for the associated
kernel. Recall that an explicit behavior near 0 is studied by Chebli and Mahmoud
in [3].
The paper is organized as follows. In the first section we present basic results and
notations needed in the sequel. The second and the third sections are devoted to
the asymptotic expansions of <p). and E).. In Section 4, we establish an asymptotic
expansion of C (A). Finally, in Sections 5 and 6, asymptotic approximations of the
spectral function and the scattering matrix are deduced.
1 PRELIMINARIES
Let III = O. L 2... " and let be given the 11 x 11 diagonal matrix-valued function
defined, for a complex A and for x > O. by
where a is the 11 x l1-diagonal matrix with [a]jj = a J • Then for A belonging to the
plane cut along the halfline ]-(X). 0] and for x. s > 0, we set
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(2) (L a +Q)U+),.2[J=O.
).xE).(x)=I
).(x)
(5) [Ja+m (A. x )]jj := 2aj r(aJ + l)A-aj -m .jX.Taj +m(AX).
.._jnAx lla't+'"'1 -m 111 .(6) [Ha+m(A,X)]jj'- -2-e j- -IA Haj+m(AX).
n
(7) Nl'(A. x. s):= '2 VXS[Yl' (Ax).Tl' (AS) - Yl'(AS).Tl'(Ax)].
where .T" and Y" are respectively the Bessel functions of the first and second kind of
index v E 1R and where H~, 11 = .T" + i Y" is the Hankel function in the usual notation.
These three functions satisfy the relation
(8)
d v
-Z,,(A) = Z,,-dA) - -Z,,(A)
dA A
(see [6]). Recall also that Ja and Ha are eigenfunctions of the matrix Bessel
operator La, for the eigenvalue -A2, satisfying the bounds
(9)
and
(10)
Moreover, for 0 < s < x and 1/2 ~ v, we have
(11 )
(12)
[ ]
"+1/2[ ]-,,+1/2IN,,(A.X.s)I~CeIJlIl).llt-'1 x s
1+IAlx 1+IAls
I
a I [. ]"-1/2[ ]-,,+1/2-N,,(A. x. S) ~ CeIJlIl).llx-, I x s
ax 1+IAlx 1+IAls
and the behaviors of the Bessel functions, for large A E CC and IargAI < Jr - I) (see
[6,12]), imply that
(13)
and
(14)
(
(}(1))
Ha(A. x) = e').x 1 + iii .
a ( (}(1))-H (A x) = iAe').x 1 +--
ax a . IAI
I
(2/A)a+ 2 (( Jr) aJr)( (}(1))Ja(A.X)= .fii f(a+1)cos Ax-'4 1 - 2 1+ 1iI ·
I
aJa (2/A)a- 2
-(A.x)=-2 c f(a+1)
aX vJr
. (( Jr) aJr)( (}(1))x SIn Ax - '4 1 - 2 1 + iii
where f(a) is the diagonal matrix defined by [f(a)]jj := f(a;), 1 ~ j ~ 11. Further,
denote
CC~ = [A E CC I :Jill (A) > 0). CC+ = [A E CC I A -=I- O. :Jill (A) ~ 0)
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(
X )aJ +m+1/2.
I[Ja+m(A. x)] 1< e el;')m).lx
jj '" m 1 + IAlx
I[Ha+m(A.X)]jjl ~ em [1 + IA IX]aJ +m-1 /2 .
IA 1m IA Ix e-;')m).x.
IN,,(A.x.s)l~eel;')m)'I(x-'I[ x ]"+1/2[ s ]-,,+1 /2
a N I []"-1/7ax ,,(A.X. eel;')m).I( '1 -[ S ]-,,+1/2
"
"
and, for any 11 x 11 matrix A, set
IIAII = max L IA;kl·
; k
Then define the Wronskian, of two differentiable matrix-valued functions U and V.
by
W(U. V) = V*(x)U'(x) - [V*]'Cr)U(x).
where V*(x) is the conjugate matrix of V(x). For example, according to (13) and
(14), we have
Thus the Harish-Chandra function, associated with La, is defined by
Analogously that associated to La + Q is
(16)
(see [7]). The purpose of the present paper is to show an asymptotic expression of
this function. For this aim, we set
and we assume that
all ~ all-l ~ ... ~ al > 1/2.
Then we suppose that:
(Ho) a,-a;EZ.
(HI) X is a class C"0 and even function.
(H2 ) The matrix Q(x), x > 0, is Hermitian and that x Q(x) is integrable at infinity.
Moreover, for k = O. L ... and for all T > 0, we assume
sup Ilxk+ l Qlk-ll (x) II < +CXJ.
x?;3T
with
"0
QI-ll(X) = - f Q(s)ds. x > O.
x
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(15) W(J",(A. x). 'H",(-X. x)) = In(2/A),,,-I/2na + I) e' 'II",-I/21.
""
1 -
CO(A) = 2iA W(J",(A. x). 'H",(-A. x)).
",
1
C(A):= 2iA W(<p).Cr). E_J.(x)). A E CC+
(17) x(x) :=x-"'Q(x)x'"
n n-l 0'1
1
.
Note that, by the hypothesis above, the following quantities are finite
(18)
"0
CTO(X) = f II Q(s)11 ds,
x
x
80(x)= f IIQ(s)llds.
o
2 ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF EAIXI
In this section, we show that the function E). Cr) has, for x E ]0, +cx:{ and 'A E CC+,
the following expression
m
(19) E).(x) = LAp(x)'H",+p('A,X) + Rm('A,x),
p=o
where 'H",+p is given by (6), the A p are functions satisfying a some recursive
relation and Rm is a solution of an integral equation to be determined. An upper
bound for the remainder Rm is obtained.
2.1. Formal computations
In order to simplify the computations we set
then relation (8) implies that
a - a + (p - ~)1 - -
-;--'H",+p('A,x)=- - 'H",+p('A,x) + 'H",+p-l('A, x).
ax x
Assuming that the Ap are twice differentiable matrix-valued functions on ]0, +CXJ[,
then we show easily that:
[L", +'A21 + Q][Ap(x)'H",+p('A,X)]
{
A~(x)
= A~Cr) + -x-.-[(1 - 2p)1 - 2a]
Ap(x) 2 ( . a
2
) .}- .+~(a+p1) + Q(X)-x2 Ap(x) 'H",+p('A,x)
+ 2A~(x)'H",+p_l ('A, x).
Applying this result to E). (X), necessarily a solution of (2), it may be seen that
m { /I I (1-2p)1-2a (a+p1)2
L Ap(x) + Ap(x) x + Ap(x) x 2
p=o
+ ( Q(x) - :~ )Ap(x) + 2A~+1 (x) }'H",+p('A, x) + 2A~Cr)'H"'-1('A, x)
- 2A;n+l (x)'H",+m('A, x) + (L", + Q + 'A 21) 'A -'" Rm('A, x) = O.
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)
(20) H",+p('A,X)='A-"''H",+p('A,X) and £).(x)='A-"'E).(x),
,
Cr ) ", p-l
x
.. p(x)--_
", Cr) -1 (' ,
) (' ('
We choose afterwards AS = 0 and, for p = 0, L ... ,
(21 )
This implies that
2.2. Properties of the Ap
Let us set Ao(x) = I, then according to (21), we have
and by means of(H2), we can choose
(23)
We note that the function Al is of class C"0. Thus, we define the Ap , p ~ 2.
recursively as follow.
Lemma 1. For all T > 0, the flllictions Ap , satisfying the recursive relation (21)
are well defined hy
"01f[ /I I (l-2p)I-2a
(24) A p+1(x) = 2" Ap(s)+ Ap(s) S
x
The Ap are of class C"0 on ]0, +cx:{ andfor p, k = 0, L ... , we have
(25) sup IlxP+k A~I (x) II < +CXJ.
x?;3T
Proof. According to relation (23) and since Q is C"0, we deduce that
The hypothesis (H2) implies immediately that
supllxk+IA~kl(X)11 < CXJ.
x?;3T
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I /I I (1-2p)I-2O'
-2Ap+1(x) = Ap(x)+ Ap(x) x
(O'+pI)2 ( 0'2)
+ Ap(x) x 2 + Q(x) - x 2 Ap(x).
(22) (La + Q + A2 I)R lIl (A, X) = 2A;n+1 (x)'Ha+lIl (A, x).
I 1
A I (x)=-"2Q (X)
1
AI(.r) = -"2 Q1 - I1 (X), x > O.
(24) A + (x) = ~f[ ;(s) A~(s) (1 - 2p)I - 20'
(a + pI)2 ( 0'2) ]+ Ap(S) 7 Q(s) - 7 Ap(s) ds.
s- s-
.k+1 Ikl. 1 .k+1 Ik-Il. ._
x Al (x) = -"2x Q (x), k - 0, L ....
)11
So (25) is true for p = 1 and for all integer k. Define the functions Ap(x) for p > 1
inductively by (24). Then (21) holds, from which we conclude by induction over p
that (25) holds for k = O. The obvious relation
.P+l+kA1kl (.) = .p+l+k(A' )Ik-Il(.)
x p+1 x x p+1 x .
(21) and Leibniz formula yield the property for any order k. The sequel of the proof
is then easily obtained. D
2.3. Properties of the remainder RlIl
We write the differential equation (22) for RlIl = U in the form
/I [1/4-a
2 7](26) U (x)+ x 2 +A-1 U(X)=f,n(A.X)-Q(x)U(x).
where
Proposition 1. For x > 0 and for A a nonvanishing complex nll1llhel; :J1Il(A) ~ 0,
the remainder RlIl (A. x) is a solution of the integral equation:
"0
(27) Y(A.X)=- fNa(A.x.s)[f,n(A.s)-Q(s)Y(A.s)]ds.
x
where the kernel Na (A. x. s) is a diagonalmatrix-valuedfll1/ction such that
and where Nt' is defined hy (7).
Proof. The functions Ha(A.X) and Ha(-A.X) are two linearly independent solu-
tions of the matrix-Bessel equation [La + A21]U = O. Thus the method of variation
ofparameters (see [13], p. 30), applied to equation (26), leads to the conclusion that
R lIl is a solution of the integral equation
"0
Y(A.X)= fK(A.X.S)[f,n(A.S)- Q(s)Y(A.s)]ds
x
where
and Al and BI are some constants 11 x l1-matrices. Note that the integral converges
in view of (3), and that this asymptotic information subsequently implies that
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flll(A. x) = 2A;n+1 (x)Ha+lIl (A. x).
.X S) S S S
[Na(A. x. S)]l1 = N az (A. x. s)
+Ha(A.X)AI +Ha(-A.X)BI.
1
K(A. x. s) = - 2iA [Ha(A. x)Ha(-A. s) - Ha(A. S)Ha(-A. x)]
Al = BI = O. The properties of Bessel functions, like the relation H,:I1 = .Tv + iY1'
mentioned after (7), imply that
[K(A. x. s)]jj = -Na ] (A. x. s).
this proves the integral equation (27) for Rm . D
Next, we iterate the integral operator defined by the right-hand side of (27), in
order to obtain useful estimates for Rm . Thus we set
lila = all - al·
Theorem 1. Fix xo, AO in ]0. +cx:{ and let x E [xo. +cx:{. Then,for III ~ lila, A E CC+,
IAI ~ AO and under the hJ1JOthesis (H2), the remainder Rm is the unique solution of
the integral equation (27) having, for large A, the hounds
(i)
and
(ii)
e-'Jm).x
I[Rm(A.x)]'jl ~Cm(X)--+-1
IAlm
I
a I e-'Jm).x
-[Rm(A. x)]'j ~ Dm(x)---ax IAlm
where Cm and Dm are flllictions hounded at infinity.
Proof. Let
"0
R~,(A. x) = - fNa(A. x. S)!m(A. s)ds
x
and
(28)
"0
k f k-lRm(A. x) = Na(A. x. s)Q(s)Rm (A. s)ds.
x
then Lemma 1, relations (10) and (11) prove that if III ~ lila,
The previous result, relations (18) and (28) imply easily that recursively we have
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J
1Il0
1Il0,
[ m (A. )]'j I Cm (x IAlm+1
( .X) m(
/
/ k~ L
1Il0,
"0
o e-'Jm).x [1 + IA IX]aJ +m-1/2 / I
I[Rm(A.X)1;1 ~CCm IAlm+1 IAlx IIAm+l(s)llds.
x
I[R
k -'Jm) t [m(A.X)1;1 ~CCme_' 1+ IA IX]aJ +m-1/2
IAlm+1 IAlx
( /
+"0 ) (C Go Lt I )k
X x IIA;Il+I(S)llds 1)·1
where CTo is given by (18). Additionally, the series Lk>0 R;" (A. x) converges
~
uniformly, on any compact region of CC+ x ]0. +cx:{. Its sum Rlll (A. x) is a solution
of (27) such that
Thus, since x ~ Xo > 0 and A is a large complex number, we have (i). Differentiat-
ing (27), then according to (*), the estimates (7) and (12), we have
I
d I e-c:llll).X[1 + IA IX]"'J+1ll - 1/ 2
dx[Rlll(A.X)],j ~clllliF IAlx
(/
+"011 I 11)[ CTo(x) (CTO(X))]x A lll+ 1(s) ds 1+ -I-A-I exp C-I-A-I
x
and so we deduce (ii). For the uniqueness, let 1I (A. x) denotes the difference of two
solutions of (27). Then 1I (A. x) satisfies the homogeneous integral equation
"0
(29) lI(A. x) = / N",(A. x. s)Q(S)lI(A. s)ds.
x
By means of (i), for AO > 0, the quantity
L= sup l[lI(A.X)]'jl
1)·1 »'0
is finite. We set U(A.X) = e<llll),xlI(A.X),thus using (11) and the hypothesis (H2),
we deduce that
[
IAlx ]-""+112 CTO(x)
I[U(A.X)]'jl~ L C--.
1+ IAlx IAI
By iteration, relation (29) implies that
N=L2.....
If N ---+ +CXJ.
Corollary 1.
(i) For x > 0, the mapping A f-+ Rlll (A. x) is analytic on the domain CC~.
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;,z
: m
(*) I[R (A r)] I/' e-'Jm).x [1 + IA IX]"'J+m- 1/2
m ." IJ ~ em --IAlm+1 IAlx
X (/11 A;"+1 (<III d}XP(Ca;~~))
_ e-'Jm).x
dX[Rm(A.X)]ZJI~cm __ [I+IAlx]"'J+m-1/2
IAlm IAlx
) ))]
m l I
-
I( .X)]zJI
-Jm . l
l ir ]-""+112I[U(A.X)]'JI~L· CCTo(X)
IAl I'
I[U(A. x)] 1< L[ IAlx ]-""+1/ 2 [C<JOIXI]N'J" 1 _1).1
+IAlx NI
I[U(A.X)]'JI=O. D
m
(ii) For A E CC+, the mapping x f-+ Rm (A, x) is of class C"0 on ]0, +cx:{ and
lim e-1).xRm(A,X) =0.
1J.!,x--->+"0
Proof. The analyticity of 'Hrx+p(A, x) in CC~ and relation (27) (see [13], p. 15),
imply (i). The differentiability of this function, with respect to x, and that of A p
obtained in Lemma 1 yield that Rm (A, .) is of class C"0. Fix x > 0, then owing to
the relation
and Theorem 1, we have
lim e-1).xRm(A,X) =0.
1)·1--->"0
To complete the proof of (ii), it suffices to use (3) for a fixed A E CC+ and to remark
that by (25)
lim Ap(x)=O, p=L2, ... ,
X--->+"0
then the behavior of H2 I at infinity finishes the proof. D
Theorem 2. Under the hJ1JOthesis of Theorem 1, for large A E CC+ and for III =
0, L 2, .. " we have
(i)
and
(ii)
II
m II Gm(x) .E (x) - "A (x)'H (A,X) < e-"Jm).x
). L p "'+p '" IAlm+l
p=o
where Gm and Hm are flllictions hOllnded at infinity.
To show Theorem 2, we use Theorem 1, for III ~ lila, as well as the asymptotic
behaviors of 'H",+p and its first derivative.
Remark 1. Inserting in (19) the asymptotic expansion of the Bessel function
H~, 11 for a large value of the argument, as in [12], p. 198, leads to an asymptotic
expansion, for A E CC+ and x fixed, of E). (x) in terms of e1).xA-q.
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hR (
lim e-1),x'Hrx+p(A, x) = Dp,oI, pEN.
1)·1--->"0
hR (
(x)= ,
J __ ).x
rx
II
,~. [E).(X) - tApC\,)'Hrx+p(A, X)] II ~ Hm(x) e-"Jmh
uX p=o IAlm'
rx
1h
3 ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF '"'AIXI
Owing to (HI), it can be easily shown that the solution of (2) satisfying
lim x-0'-I/2<p).Cr) = I
x--->o+
exists. In this section, we give an asymptotic expansion of this function in the form
m
Z::>p(X)JO'+p(A, x) + I1 m (A, x),
p=o
where JO'+p(A,X) is defined by (5). Analogous computations, to those made in
Section 2, imply that we can choose ab = 0 and the ap satisfying relation (21),
for p ~ 1. To have further properties, we set
3.1. Properties ofthe coefficients Bp
Let q E Z and let 1 be a given function such that x q I(x) is locally integrable, on
[0, +cx:{. Set then Hq (j) the associated function defined, for x > 0, by
x
. - 1 f qHq(j)(x) - xq+l s I(s)ds.
o
Lemma 2. Fix q E Z and let 1 he a function such that 1 and x 2q 1 are C"0 on
[0, cX:{, then:
(i) H q (j) and x 2q H q (j) are also C"0 functions on [0, CXJ[.
(ii) Ifllloreover 1 is even, then (11_0' + x*)(j) and x 2q+2(11_0' + x*)(j) are C"0
and even functions, where
( *) /I -20' + I I *11_0' + X (j)(x) = 1 (x) + 1 (x) + X (x)l(x).
x
Proof.
• For q ~ 0 and from [11], we deduce that if 1 is a class C"0 function on [0, CXJ[,
then Hq (j) is too, where Hq (j)(0) = ;~o;. This implies automatically that
property for x 2q H q (j).
• For q < 0 and since
x
x
2q
H q (j)(x) = .C~+1 f s-q[s2q I(s)]ds,
o
then the same arguments and the assumptions about 1 imply that x 2q H q (j) is
C"0, on [0, CXJ[, and so is Hq (j). Thus (i) is proved. A straightforward calculation
using Taylor's formula with integral remainder implies (ii). D
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(30) Bp(X)=xO'-plap(X)X-O', p=O,L ....
Proposition 2. Under the hJ1]othesis (Ho) and (Hd, the matrix-valuedflll/ctions
B p, p = L 2, ... , as well as x2lp-llI -20' Bp(x )x20', where B p is defined hy
(31) BpiX) ~ - ~_,_,,-pl ( j_,<p-l ,1-"[(" _" + x') Bp _ d1_"_'" d_, ) x -"_
o
are C"0 even functions.
Proof. According to relations (18) and (21), we can choose ao(x) = I, the identity
matrix, and
x
adx) = -~ f Q(s)ds, x> o.
o
Moreover, by (30), it follows that
Afterwards, the last relation, Lemma 2 and (Ho) show that recursively we can set
BpH Ix) ~ -~_,_,,-p-1 ( j.,p-" [("_,, + x') np] V).," d., ) x-"
o
and that the functions Bp+l and X21pI -0'1 Bp+l (x)x 20' are C"0 and even. D
3.2. Properties of the remainder 11m
Let
m
(32) I1 m (A,x)=<P).(x)- I.>p(X).]O'+p(A,X), x >0, AEce,
p=o
where the ap are obtained from (30) and (31). We summarize useful properties of
this function in the following.
Proposition 3. Under the hJ1]otheses (Ho) and (Hd, for x > 0 and for III =
0, L 2, .. " the remainder 11m is such that:
(i) For afixed A E ce,
lim X-0'-I/2I1 m (A,x) =0.
x--->o+
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1
(X-O'+IP+lII Bp+l(X)XO')' = -"2x -O'+PI (,3,-0' + x*)(Bp)(x)xO'.
,3,
,3,m(A,X)=<P).(x)
,3,m
,3,m X
(ii) If III ~ 1Il0 andfor A a nonvanishing complex nll1llhel;
( )
111+1
11,3. (A,X)Aa+I/211 < e eIJ1II).lx x111 " 111 1+IAlx
and
11 ~[,3. (A X)A a+I/2] II <e eIJ1II ).lx( x )111 (/X 11al (s)lldS)ax 111 ' " 111 1+IAlx 111+1o
X [1 + 81 Cr, A) exp (e81 Cr, A) )J.
(iii) The mapping A f-+ ,3.111 (A, x) is ana(l'tic in ce,
Here e and e1ll are nonnegative constants and
x
81(X,A)=/ sIIQ(s)11 ds.1+ IAls
o
Proof. Relation (30) and Proposition 2 imply that
lim x-aap(X)Xa+pI = 0, p = L 2, ....
x--->o+
Then the behavior near zero of the modified Bessel function Ja+p as well as
relations (4) and (32) yield (i). Since the ap satisfy (21), so an analogous relation to
(22) can be deduced which says that ,3.111 is a solution of the differential equation
To have estimates about ,3.111' we use the same technics as in the last section. Thus
the variation ofparameters method and (i) show that ,3.111 is a solution of the singular
Volterra integral equation
x
(33) y(x) = / Na(A, x, s)[2a;n+1 (s)Ja+1II(A, s) - Q(s)y(s)] ds.
o
Solving this equation by successive approximations, we set
x
YO(X)=2/ Na(A,x,s)a;n+1(S)Ja+1II(A,S)ds
o
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/
11~1II(A X "'+/1 ~e1lleIJ1I )' x( )111+1
IAl
x (J II a;,,+1(.n II d.,) cxp(c![{x. A))
o
II [~ ", /12] II I )
~1
o I ls ds.
"'ap(x x"' /
---
",
~1
(L",+A 2)Y=2a:n+1(x)J"'+1II(A,X)-Q(X)Y, x >0, AEce.
~1 '
~1
", 2a:n+1 "'
",(A,x,s)a:n+1(s "' 1II( ,
ana
x
Yk+dx)=- j Na('A,X,S)Q(S)Yk(S)ds, k=O,l, ....
o
Relation (31) implies that, for III ~ lIlo, the functions a;Il+1 are integrable on (0, x).
Thus the bounds (9) and (11) yield that,
(
. )aJ +m+312(jX )I;')m) It x II[Yo(}I.,X)],)I~CCme .. Ilam+l(S)llds1+ IAlx
o
and that recursively
(
. )aJ +m+312
I[Y.(A, x)] 1< C el;')m).lx x
. k I) '" m 1+ IAlx
So, we have
(
. )aJ +m+312
I[ ,3, (A, x)] I < C el;')m).lx xm I) '" m 1+IAlx
The previous result, the bounds (9) and (12) as well as the integral equation (33),
imply that ,3,m is differentiable with respect to x and that
a
-;-[,3,m(A, x)]
ax
x
= j[a~rNa(A'X'S)][2a;Il+1(S)Ja+m(A'S) - Q(S),3,m(A,s)]ds,
o
which allows to conclude (ii). The mapping A f-+ Ja+p(A, x) being analytic on ce,
then relation (33) gives (iii). D
Corollary 2. Under the hJ110thesis of Proposition 3 and for a large complex
nll11lher A, we have
(
X)el;')m).lx
II,3,m(A,X)A
a
+
II2
11 ~CmIAlm+l jlla;Il+1(S)lldS
o
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L
+3/2(jl x }
I[ k ( , )]') I ~ mel;') ).lx ( ) a +m+3/2
1 IAlx
x (lll a;"+1 (.,) II d.,) (C'li,.. AII'
1[, ,m , ,) I ~ mel;') ).l ( )a +m+3/2
1 IAlx
x (J II a;,+1 (.<1 II d.,) cxp(C'li". Ai)
o
I
/
2
ana
Theorem 3. Let x he in a compact suhset of [0, +CXJ[, then under the hJ1]othesis
(Ho) and (Hd, for III = 0, L 2, ... and A a large complex nll1llhel; the fll1/ction <p).
satisfies thefollowing estimates
(i)
and
(ii)
where gm and hm are continuous functions on [0, +CXJ[.
To show Theorem 3, we use Corollary 2, for III ~ 1Il0, as well as the behavior of
Ja+p(A, x), for large A.
Here, as in Remark 1, an asymptotic expansion of <p). (x), in terms ofA-lq+I/21!-a
should be obtained.
..( ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF CIAI
Let A E CC\ and let W(<P).(x), E_;,Cr)) be the Wronskian of the functions <p). and
E -J.' which is independent of the variable x. Let
1
C(A) = -W(<p) (x), E )-(x))2iA . -.
be the associated Harish-Chandra function. According to (15) and in the case of
Q == 0 this function denoted by CO(A) has explicitly the expression
(34)
An asymptotic expression of C (A) is established.
Proposition 4. Fix Ao > O. Then,for A E CC\, IA 1 ~ Ao andfor x in a compact suhset
~f]0, +CXJ [, the Harish-Chandra fll1/ction C (A) has the following expansion
m
C(A)= LCp(A,X)+Sm(A,X)
p=o
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(
X)a eIJm).lxII a)llm(A, X)A 0'+112] II :( CmliF f Ila;n+1 (S)II ds .
o
1
II
[
<p).(X) - tapcr)JO'+p(A,X)]AO'+II211:( gm(x) eIJm).lx
p=o IAlm+1
II
aa [<p).(X) - tap(X)JO'+p(A,X)]AO'+II211 :( hm(x) eIJm).lx
x p=o IAlm '
O'+p(
IQ 1/ II-0'
)
.
_)
20'-112
CO(A) = -A -0'-112 J7r r(a + /)e1 'f10'+II21.
I
1
with
For A large enough, the remainder 8m (A, x) satisfies the following estimation
II
. a+II2 11_ 0(1)
8m (A,X)A -IAlm+l'
where 0 (1) is a hOlllzdedflllzction at infinity.
Proof. Asymptotic behaviors of :Ja+p(A,X) and 'Ha+p(A,x) deduced from (13)
and (14) imply that, for large A,
Results of Theorems 2 and 3 complete the proof. D
This yields a new and efficient asymptotic behavior for C (A).
Theorem 4. Under the hJ1]othesis of the previous proposition, we have
(
i /"0 0(1))C(A) = 1-- Q(s)ds + --7 Co(A).
2A IAI-
o
Proof. Fix x > 0 and recall that
CdA) = 2\ [W(:Ja(A, X), Al (.rJ'Ha+l (-X, x))
+ W(adx):Ja+dA,x), 'Ha(-X,X))J.
Then, on the one hand, simple computations, using Proposition 4, gives that
C(A) - CO(A) - CdA) = O(1)A -a-SII2.
On the other hand, the asymptotic behavior of Bessel functions shows that
and
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" 1 -Cp(A,X)= L 2iA W(a;Cr)J",+;(A,x),AkCr)'H",+k(-A,X)).
;+k=p
X
118 (A,X)A",+I/211 =~
IAlm+I'
J", p(A, x ", (A,
W(a; Cr)J",+; (A, x): Ak Cr)'H",+k( -X, X))A",+1/2 = 0(1).
AJ+k
10
J", x C l' ",+1
J", dA, ",(- ,
",-51/
W(J", (A, x), Adxl'H",+d -X, x))
(
0(1)) (A/2)-",-I/2 "7
= -A (x) +-- r(a + I)e'2(",+I/_1
I IAI J7r
W(aICr)J",+I(A,X), 'H",(-X,X))
(
0(1)) (A/2)-",-I/2 "7
= alcr)+1iI J7r r(a+I)e'2(",+I/_I.
Then, by (34) and since
"0
AI(.r)=~/ Q(s)ds and
x
we deduce that
x
al(.r) = -~ / Q(s)ds,
o
(
i /"0 (}(1))
CdA)= -- Q(s)ds+--
7
CO(A).
2A IAI-
o
Hence the theorem is proved. D
5 ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE SPECTRAL FUNCTION
The spectral function associated with the operator (La + Q) is defined (see [7]), for
A E CC+ and C(A) invertible, by
S(A) = (2nC*(A)C(A)r
l
and particularly in the case of Q == 0, we have
In the context of the spectral analysis, several properties of s (A) are developed.
Among other, we are interested by an accurate behavior of this function, for large
A. From the above results, we deduce the following which, at our knowledge, does
not exist even in the scalar case.
Theorem 5. The spectral flll/ction S(A) related to the operator La + Q hehaves,
for A E CC+ large enough, as follows
S(A) = rar-l(a + f)A a +I / 2
[
i /"0 i /"0 * (}(1)]x f+- Q(s)ds--= Q (s)ds+--
72A 2A IAI-
o 0
X j,a+I/2r a r- l (a + f).
Proof. Theorem 4 shows that
* * [ i /"0 i /"0 * (}(1)]C (A)C(A) = CO(A) f - - Q(s)ds + -= Q (s)ds + --7 CO(A).
2A 2A IAI-
o 0
For a large A, A E CC+, this quantity is invertible and then by (34), the result is easily
obtained. D
Moreover, we have the following approach of S(A) by So(A).
131
7TC*(A)C(
SO(A) = r 2a r-2 (a + f)IAI 2a+l.
i
Corollary 3. For 'A a large real n11111 her and if Q is a realmatrix-valuedfll1/ction,
then we have
0(1)
'A -",-112(s('A) - so('A))'A -",-112 = --7-'
'A-
6 ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE SCATTERING MATRIX
Throughout this section, the parameter 'A will be assumed a non vanishing real
number. Let S be the matrix-valued function defined (see [3]) by
By analogy with the scalar case, this function is called the scattering matrix
associated with L", + Q. In the case of the operator L"" we have
An approach of S('A) by means of So('A) is obtained.
Corollary 4. For 'A a large realnll1llhel; the scattering matrix hehaves as follows
(
i 0(1))
S('A) = So('A) 1- -A(a) + -7- •
2A 'A-
where
A (a) ~IQ en d., +"-""+II'"(I Q(,<) d,,) ,,,,,+II'''.
o 0
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